
The Flat – Meeting Minutes – Wed, Oct. 6, 2010

Present: Dan, Brian, Finn, Paras, Max, Alissa, Victoria, Ben, Rea, Farid

1. shift check-in
- sharing info from one shift to the other about how shifts go
- last Monday’s shift did not go as planned, reinforces need to share info
- having 7 ppl was awesome, and was a quiet shift, good learning environment
- would EM emailing list / volunteer emailing list make sense for post-shift reports?
- non-email is preferred (maybe another white board for comments?)
- knowing that tools or parts are missing is important…how to convey that?
- google docs updated that would not necessitate another email being sent to ppl
- put link on desktop on Flat computer / also accessible from other computers
- Finn will bottomline this initiative

2. anti-oppression training
- October 15th – after 5:30 pm
- in this space? (shouldn’t be ppl coming in & out during training – but could lock the 
door)
- somewhere in this building would be good so we could at least come into the space at 
some point / remain focused on this space & what could be done to improve it
- benefit to having it at the Flat in terms of spatial memory of what is learned during the 
workshop
- could have Flat as a backup in case we can’t get it in different space
- in another space, should ideally be less ‘couchy’ and more ‘chairy’ for concentration 
sake
- how will we get lots of people there?
- make flyers and hand them out at every shift to volunteers and space users and 
collective members
- also send out some emails…
- how many ppl do we see coming to this?
- ask facilitators how many ppl they would be willing to host
- can we highly encourage some of our volunteers to come to this?
- can we do two workshops and say if ppl can’t come to it, then they can’t volunteer after 
the date of the 2nd one has passed
- can encourage ppl to go to other training centers outside of Flat space as well if they 
can’t make it to ours, and then have it confirmed
- how will this anti-O training play out? What does it look like? (discussion of power 
imbalances / privilege inequalities)
- anti-O at the Flat - always intended for it to be a priority but hasn’t been so far
- other places that do it will likely do it for free
- must have some way of verifying they did it
- must be comfortable with potentially losing some volunteer base who may not attend 
(but if we give it as an ultimatum, then ppl might be more likely to show up than not)
- may have other ways of doing anti-O training in outside org’s so we must ‘bump up’ 
our vol. training to complement it if they are getting training outside



- will confirm for 5:30 (2 hours)
- someone must bottom line the making of a flyer to distribute to ppl (Farid)
- Rea will not look into other org’s yet but will check on doing it as a second round
- Paras will send out an email based on flyer (to gggroups, riseup, vol list)
- Ben will send revised schedule with this info added to it as well

*Farid – should have anonymous padlocked box outside the flat for suggestions
- should we leave it out at all times? Yes, it’s ok if we get lots of candy wrappers and 
random comments…(Farid will make one)
- online suggestion box is another possibility (on website)…maybe we can do both. As 
long as it’s anonymous

3. Vol Orientation
- can someone lead it? Alissa could, with Farid’s help
- Ben will pass outline along to Alissa to follow
- this past one was too long – could be condensed…also, shouldn’t happen at same time 
as volunteer Friday (too noisy)

4. Retreat
- Sat 16th or Sat the 23rd

- according to doodle poll, split evenly between these 2 dates
- Ben & Rea change their preference to the 23rd, so we decide to do it on that date 

but Finn can’t go, so we’ll speak with her about this
- How long will this retreat visioning meeting go for? Unclear…
- At Zinta & Ben’s place
- Could do a ride in the middle to have a break
- Morning with coffee & bagels (Flat can probably pay)
- Ben will send check-in email with Finn about this (she should be a part of this)

5. Email
- Paras, communications guy, wants to create ‘non bike-related’ activism, or short-

term help email labels…
- Brian suggests use of ‘thunderbird’ to download emails so you could see what’s 

coming in to inbox without logging in…
- Paras will work on archiving
- We have an email address for Ask Stuart (askstuart@mcgilldaily.com), and ppl 

are encouraged to send questions & answers to it (Farid will send everyone the 
link to be able to sign in to this account)

6. Balancing Skill Levels on Shift (from last meeting’s minutes)
- how to convey this info to Ben? By email? Anonymity issues?
- Why was this point raised in last minutes?
- Skill level depends on what comes in the door
- (much discussion)
- What is our end point with this issue? Can we drop it?
- Ben will pay more attention when scheduling, to balance skill levels

mailto:askstuart@mcgilldaily.com


- Volunteer brunch / party / meeting to chat about volunteer experiences
- Quick volunteer check out at the end of each shift
- Never been to a shift where everyone sticks around at the end (nice idea, but 

won’t happen, it’s unlikely)
- Ben can send out email asking for feedback from volunteers to start with

7. Ordering
- brakes (Max brought it up – we need them badly)
- should be ordered ASAP
- can piece together used brake parts to build, but no caliper brakes in there
- lights (to be discussed next meeting)
- Krzysztof did an order recently, so hopefully more brakes are on their way

8. Movie Night
- can we get projector as club/service of the Flat?
- Richard has his film club nearby
- Ben will look into it

9. Shift Check-in
- bike pump attached outside
- chain lube allowed in the hall
- duct taping a pump to security guards is a possibility
- do we have to check with porters? Nope…we’ll just do it…used to be stuff 

attached out there


